Vw 2012 jetta

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Three problems related to diesel engine have
been reported for the Volkswagen Jetta. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all
problems reported for the Jetta. This problem is diesel engine specific: -engine starts, then
when pulling away, stalls immediately. Car spent overnight in warm service bay while it thawed
out. Vw has TSB for issue but I was told by the dealer that it doesn't fix it. My Jetta diesel engine
was hydro-locked due to water being pulled into the engine from the intercooler. Volkswagen
has a TSB technical service bulletin published for this exact problem frozen intercooler - yet is
only implementing or offering this TSB to customers on an as needed basis. In many cases this is way too late. This is a known problem at Volkswagen -- and by not offering this TSB to all
vw customers -- catastrophic engine damage can occur - if the right weather conditions are met.
At this point, water was ingested into the 3rd cylinder, the piston rod of the 3rd cylinder was
bent, and engine damage was done. Catastrophic engine damage by neglecting to perform a
known TSB is creating a very dangerous situation on the roads. Consumer writes in regards to
engine failure in cold weather. The dealer installed a modification to the turbo charger
intercooler. Car Problems. Diesel Engine problem 1. Diesel Engine problem 2. Diesel Engine
problem 3. Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car
Stall problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Loud Engine Noise problems.
Engine Funny Noise problems. Engine Noise problems. Water Pump problems. Timing
Tensioner problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Engine Belts
And Pulleys problems. Since the original version in , the car has grown in size and power with
each generation. As of April , Volkswagen marketed over 14 million, becoming its top selling
model. Numerous sources note that the Jetta nameplate derives from the Atlantic ' jet stream '
during a period when Volkswagen named its vehicles after prominent winds and currents e.
Schmidt, former sales chief at Volkswagen â€” no evidence suggested Volkswagen employed a
naming theme for its front-drive, water-cooled vehicles; nor was there evidence the names
derived from a theme; nor that a naming system "was ever announced, either officially or
confidentially. Although the Golf reached considerable success in the North American markets,
Volkswagen observed the hatchback body style lacked some of the appeal to those who
preferred the traditional three-box configuration. The styling of the AMC Gremlin was
controversial for truncating the Hornet sedan, but Volkswagen stylists reversed the process by
essentially grafting a new trunk onto the tail of the Golf to produce a larger Jetta saloon. The
Jetta was introduced to the world at the Frankfurt Auto Show. The car was available as a
two-door sedan replacing the aging rear-engined, rear-wheel drive Volkswagen Beetle 2-door
sedan in the United States and Canada and four-door sedan body styles, both of which shared a
traditional three-box design. Styling differences could be found depending on the market. The
suspension setup was identical to the Golf and consisted of a MacPherson strut setup in front
and a twist-beam rear suspension. The capacity of the luggage compartment was litres Engine
choices varied considerably depending on the local market. Most were based on engines of the

era. Choices in petrol engines ranged from a 1. Diesel engine choices included a 1. The Mark 2
series is the longest-running Jetta so far. Introduced to Europe in early and to North America in
, the second generation Jetta proved to be a sales success for Volkswagen. Exterior dimensions
increased in all directions. The suspension setup was basically unchanged from the first
generation, although refined slightly, for example by the inclusion of a separate subframe for
mounting the front control arms to help noise isolation, as well as improved rubber mountings
for all components. Aerodynamics improved considerably, with a drag coefficient of 0. Cars
built in Germany were assembled in a brand new at the time plant at Wolfsburg in Assembly Hall
The plant was heavily robotised in an effort to make build quality more consistent. In , a more
advanced fully electronic fuel injection system became available. This arrangement is known as
the Digifant engine management system. Like the Mark 1, the second generation was offered as
a two-door or four-door sedan. External changes throughout the series' run were few: the
front-quarter windows were eliminated in along with a grille and door trim change , and larger
body-colored bumpers and lower side skirts were added from In , Volkswagen of America held a
contest to find the diesel-powered Volkswagen with the highest distance traveled on the original
engine. Notable on this particular car was that it also had the original muffler despite being
located in an area subject to road salt in the winter. For the third generation, the Jetta name was
discontinued, and it was officially renamed the Volkswagen Vento in European countries,
following the precedent of naming cars after winds, debuted in The Jetta 3 debuted in North
America in after production delays and quality problems at the Volkswagen plant in Puebla,
Mexico. It went on sale in most of Europe in the first quarter of the year, though it did not arrive
on the British market until September Because of the success of the second generation in North
America, Volkswagen decided to keep the Jetta nameplate. However, in Europe the car was
given its new name to appeal to a younger market. Styling was penned by a design team led by
Herbert Schafer, and again the car became more aerodynamic than the previous generation.
Although visually similar to the Mark 2, there were many refinements underneath. The two-door
model was dropped, aerodynamics were improved, with the car now having a drag coefficient of
0. In addition, the car became more environmentally friendly with the use of recycled plastics,
CFC -free air conditioning systems, and paint that did not contain heavy metals. This generation
of the car is widely credited for keeping Volkswagen from pulling out of the North American
market. The division sold only 43, cars in that year. Sales began slowly due to the
aforementioned issues at the Puebla plant. Production of the fourth generation car began in
July Bora is a winter wind which blows intermittently over the coast of the Adriatic Sea , as well
as in parts of Greece, Russia, Turkey, and in the Sliven region of Bulgaria. In North America and
South Africa, the Jetta moniker was again kept on due to the continued popularity of the car in
those markets. The Mk4 debuted shortly after its larger sibling, the Passat, with which it shared
many styling cues. The rounded shape and arched roofline served as the new Volkswagen
styling trademark, abandoning traditional sharp creases for more curved corners. A
distinguishing feature of the Mk4 is its Whiptenna, a trademark for the antenna on the rear end
of the roof, which claims to incur less drag than traditional antennas due to its short length and
leeward position. For the first time, the rear passenger doors differed from those of a 5-door
Golf. New on this generation was some advanced options such as rain sensor-controlled
windshield wipers and automatic climate control. However, these were expensive extras and
many buyers did not specify them on their cars; as a result, the used market has many sparsely
equipped models. Although slightly shorter overall than the Mark 3, the fourth generation saw
the wheelbase extended slightly. Some powertrain options were carried over. Nevertheless, two
new internal combustion engines were offered, the 1. The suspension setup remained much as
before. However, it was softened considerably in most models to give a comfortable ride, which
was met with some criticism as it was still quite hard in comparison with rivals such as vehicles
offered from French carmakers. After the New Beetle , it was the second Volkswagen product to
make its world debut at a U. Although produced in the largest volumes in Mexico, final
assembly of the car also takes place in China and South Africa for those respective markets.
Local assembly in Kaluga , Russia, started in early In most countries, the fifth generation is
marketed as the Jetta. Interior room has increased from 2. In particular, rear legroom was
increased by 65 millimetres 2. One major change is the introduction of the first multi-link
independent rear suspension in a Jetta. The design of the rear suspension is nearly identical to
the one found in the Ford Focus. Styling reflects a new direction for the Volkswagen brand, with
a new chrome front grille, first seen on the Volkswagen Golf Mk5 R32, which has spread to other
models. For model year , certain markets [ which? The previous 2. Although no longer sharing
any body panels with the Golf and having a longer wheelbase , this generation was partly based
on the same PQ35 platform. Volkswagen's target of increasing its North American sales
removed the Jetta from the premium compact car market. This forced many cost-cutting

measures to be made for the North American models, which included a lower quality trim
material for the interior and the replacement of leather with leatherette as an optional seating
upholstery. Leather was still available on Canadian-spec models. The North American version
also lost the multi-link rear suspension of the previous generation. Additionally, the SEL
Premium model retains the upscale soft touch interior, as well as the multi-link independent rear
suspension found on the GLI, though softened for a more comfortable ride. The Jetta Turbo
Hybrid has an estimated combined fuel economy of 5. Sales of the model year Jetta Turbo
Hybrid are scheduled to begin in the U. This engine replaced the 2. The Mk7 is larger than its
predecessor, offers more interior room and has the latest generation of Volkswagen's
infotainment systems, including integration of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. Its ten-color
customizable ambient interior lighting includes lighting across the dashboard and instrument
panel, front and rear doors, footwells, and the gauge "rings" of a newly available fully digital
instrument cluster display, marketed as the "Digital Cockpit". Heated and ventilated front seats
are available as well, as leather -trimmed seating surfaces become available for the first time
since the Mk. V Jetta. In addition, Volkswagen is the second automaker in the U. The Jetta's 1.
Only the base S trim is offered with a six-speed manual transmission or an eight-speed
automatic transmission, while all other trims offer only an eight-speed automatic transmission.
On higher trim levels, the Jetta also offers seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, and
Volkswagen Driving Mode Selection. An automatic post-collision braking system, a tire
pressure monitoring system TPMS , as well as seven safety and stability-enhancing systems all
come as standard equipment. Trim levels of the all-new Jetta in the U. Trim levels in Canada are
Comfortline, Highline and Execline. All trim levels lost the multi-link rear independent
suspension for a less expensive torsion-beam rear suspension. It also features a few exterior
changes, such as a different bumper. It now has a VAQ electronic limited-slip differential and a
multi-link independent rear suspension. As with its predecessors, production of the all-new
Jetta will continue at Volkswagen's Puebla, Mexico Assembly Plant. The all-new Jetta will reach
Volkswagen dealerships in the U. A GLI model with a multi-link rear suspension is expected to
come as a model. However, this new seventh-generation Jetta will not be sold in the European
market. A special feature of the car was a kilowatt supercapacitor which could boost power
when needed and also recover energy when coasting. Volkswagen had considered producing a
mild hybrid version of the fifth-generation mainly for the North American market but never
produced it. Volkswagen released a Jetta MultiFuel in , at first to the governments of the state of
California and New York, and then for limited retail sale in those states to the public. These
Jettas can still be found on U. Use of the two most popular blends of biodiesel that are mostly
biodiesel, B80 and B, is not recommended in and US TDI engines. In Brazil, until , the Jetta was
sold with the 2. It could run on either E or Petrol. From model year onwards, the 2. In the early s,
Volkswagen released a limited production electric Jetta called the Jetta CityStromer. It featured
a The second concept vehicle was called the Bora Electric. It had a power rating that varied
according to the operating conditions. It was powered by a Lithium-ion battery. It was noted that
its chance of success was limited in the marketplace given the high cost of the electric drive
system. Todd Buras won rounds 1 and 2 at the Grand Prix of St. On 30 September , Volkswagen
of America announced a recall involving â€” Jetta and Jetta Sportwagen models with the 2.
These emissions violations , which would later be referred to as Volkswagen's "emissionsgate"
or "dieselgate", affected the 2. The A2 was then given a facelift in April where it was known as
the Jetta King. Available engines were a 1. A 4-speed manual gearbox was standard, which
could be replaced by a 5-speed manual gearbox, and then a 4-speed automatic gearbox was
made available from November For , the Jetta King was facelifted with a new exterior. This
model was also converted into a 2-door pickup truck in limited numbers. The A2 was facelifted
again in March with the same engines used by its predecessor; it was known as the Jetta
Pioneer. This version of the Jetta was not offered in different trim levels and was a single model
for the Chinese market. According to website Carsalesbase. The second known Jetta was the
A4 model sold under the Bora name which commenced production in December It was given a
facelift in and was available with the 1. A 5-speed manual was available alongside a 4-speed
automatic transmission. Production for the first generation Bora ended in while the Bora HS
ended production in The Bora was facelifted in with two new engines, a 1. A 5-speed and
6-speed manual was standard alongside a 7-speed dual-clutch automatic gearbox. Production
ended in The third generation Bora commenced production in for the model year with a new
exterior and interior. This generation is still available as of May as the Bora Classic with three
trim levels. The third known Jetta example was known as the Sagitar and has been produced
since April For the Mk5 Sagitar, a 1. The 2. Available gearboxes were a 5-speed manual, 6-speed
automatic, and 7-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission. The Mk6 Sagitar entered the market
in March The Sagitar was available with the 1. The Mk6 Sagitar ended production in September

Its successor, the Mk7 Sagitar was launched in January According to Carsalesbase. The New
Jetta was paired with two new Volkswagen engines under the codename EA with displacements
of 1. The EA firstly made its debut in the fifth generation Volkswagen Santana in For
horsepower ratings, the 1. Transmission options consist of a 5 speed manual or a 6 speed
automatic. The New Jetta was given a facelift in with a new front and rear design and a brand
new 1. A 7 speed dual clutch gearbox comes standard for the TSI model. Production for the New
Jetta ended in According to pictures found on Chinese car website Autohome, the Jetta VA3
was to be powered by two engines, a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also: Jetta
marque. Small family car manufactured by Volkswagen. Motor vehicle. Main article: Volkswagen
Jetta A1. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A2. Main article: Volkswagen Vento A3. Main article:
Volkswagen Bora. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A5. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta A6. Main
article: Volkswagen Jetta A7. Main article: Volkswagen Jetta China. Main article: Volkswagen
Bora China. Auto Show" Press release. Volkswagen of America. Archived from the original on
24 July Retrieved 3 September Volkswagen Media Centre. Archived from the original on 15 April
Retrieved 14 April Volkswagen AG. Archived from the original on 28 September Illustrated
Volkswagen Buyer's Guide. Archived from the original on 16 December CNN Expansion.
Retrieved 4 September D Wolfsburg: Volkswagen Kommunikation Briefach. Volkswagen
Chronicle Volume 7. Volkswagen Chronicle. July Archived from the original on 17 October
Archived from the original on 27 September December Ward's Auto World. February Retrieved
26 August March Form No. W63 Chicago Sun - Times. The Economist. Dennis Publishing
Limited. Retrieved 29 May Archived from the original on 8 January Automotive Industries.
Retrieved 22 August Volkswagen de Mexico S. Archived from the original on 22 April
Volkswagen Chile. Archived from the original on 27 June Volkswagen China. Auto Express.
Archived from the original on 8 June Edmunds Inc. Archived from the original on 7 July
Retrieved 5 June June Retrieved 15 June August Retrieved 6 September Retrieved 16 April Car
Magazine. Retrieved 6 July Motor Trend. Retrieved 15 January Retrieved 21 October Retrieved
10 August Society of Automotive Engineering. Retrieved 24 April Automotive News. Best Cars.
Retrieved 9 May Archived from the original on 14 October Retrieved 25 April Wolfsburg,
Germany: Druckhaus Friedr. Archived from the original PDF on 8 November Retrieved 20
November Green Car Journal. Archived from the original on 14 May Retrieved 2 May Archived
from the original on 24 December Archived from the original on 18 September Archived from the
original on 3 December Volkswagen passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I.
Roomzz I. Space Vizzion I. Volkswagen Passenger Cars , a marque of the Volkswagen Group ,
car timeline, Chinese market , sâ€”present. Hidden categories: CS1 errors: missing periodical
CS1 maint: location Wikipedia articles needing clarification from April CS1
Portuguese-language sources pt CS1 Czech-language sources cs Use dmy dates from July
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microformats Articles containing potentially dated statements from All articles containing
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unsourced statements from January Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car C.
Volkswagen Group A platform. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volkswagen Jetta.
Economy car. City car. Polo III. Polo IV. Polo V. Polo VI. Small family car. Golf I. Golf II. Golf III.
Golf IV. Golf V. Golf VI. Golf VII. Golf VIII. Jetta I. Jetta II. Jetta V. Jetta VI. Large family car.
Passat I. Passat III. Passat IV. Passat V. Passat VI. Passat VII. Passat VIII. Luxury car. Scirocco I.
Scirocco II. Scirocco III. Golf I Cabriolet. Golf III Cabriolet. Golf VI Cabriolet. T-Roc Cabriolet.
New Beetle Cabriolet. Beetle Cabriolet. Compact MPV. Golf Plus. Golf Sportsvan. Touran I.
Touran II. Sharan I. Sharan II. Tiguan I. Tiguan II. Touareg I. Touareg II. Touareg III. Deutsche
Arbeitsfront founder A marque of the Volkswagen Group 4motion. New Beetle. Rabbit
Convertible. New Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Pickup. Compact crossover SUV. Mid-size
crossover SUV. Atlas CS. Parati I. Parati IF. Parati II. Parati III. Gol II. Senda I. Senda II. Parati V.
Polo IVF. Golf IVF. Santana IF. Santana II. Pickup truck. Saveiro I. Saveiro IF. Saveiro II. Saveiro
III. Saveiro IV. Saveiro V. Polo Plus VI. Compact C. Santana Variant I. Gran Lavida III. Santana I.
Lavida Plus III. Citi Golf. Bora II. Bora IV. Sagitar I. Sagitar II. Sagitar III. Mid-size sedan D. Passat
Lingyu. Passat NMS I. Magotan I. Magotan II. Magotan III. CC II. Executive sedan E. Subcompact
SUV B. Compact SUV C. Tiguan L II. Mid-size SUV D. Touran L II. Caddy III. Full-size minivan.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest

subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Volkswagen Jetta owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Dealer couldn't find
any issue. Now it's on again at 56k miles and needs new EGR valve". The dealer replaced the
valve but the check engine light continues to illuminate on a regular basis. The dealer tested the
valve is good and can not find another cause. When the light illuminates I check that it is the
same code and clear it. VW have refused to fix the problem or provide compensation as
required by the Class Action. Took it to my local mechanic, but he could not completely resolve
the situation. He ended up taking it to the dealer to be fixed. The entire fuel injection system,
fuel lines and pump had to be replaced. Under warranty". Car was undriveable but was replace
under drive train warranty". Covered under warranty". Covered by warranty". Replaced under
warranty". Required replacement that was performed at no charge by the dealer when they
determined that the failure was not caused by fueling with gasoline. Our family was quite
pleased by VW response as the mileage placed the car out". After the repair, there was a leak. It
had to be fxied 3 times. Fixed now. Diagnostics indicated a bad secondary O2 sensor after
catalytic converter. Despite clearing the codes twice, the check engine light continued to come
on". Engine light warning. Took 6 weeks for replacement part to arrive. Required replacement.
To high compared to other vehicles. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. So much for German engineering". I
replaced it and it still didn't work. The dealer said it was because we didn't use the VW bulb.
Dealer mechanic has told us that it is simply a design flaw related to the specified incandescent
bulbs. Replaced with equivalent Sylvania LED replacement bulbs and have had no problems
since. Eventually I had the mechanic check deeper into it and replacing 4 lights did the trick". I
had to piad the dealer to replace the fuse.??? Very satisfied with the repairs". Issue covered by
a TSB and under warranty". Otherwise a great car". AC compressor was replaced under
warranty on the first visit for this problem". Doesn't work very well at all, but is apparently
working correctly per the dealership". We have had numerous mysterious issues with this car. It
gradually gets colder as you move towards the passenger side. And not because of dual zone
control Received an alert in my instrument panel. Looked up the issue in the manual. Checked
the coolant level and noticed it was low. Refilled the coolant and the same thing Happened a few
months later. Then it was spring so noticed a spot under where vehicle is parked and decided
there must be a small leak". Recharge should revolve". Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Maybe
just wear and tear. The brake system on the rear passenger tire completely froze up. The
winters here in Northern Indiana can be pretty harsh. I wasn't sure whether to say parking brake
or brake system The car had not been sitting in the cold long. Maybe a day or two". I park car
outside on the street in cold snowy climate. Dealer says I don't drive enough to remove built up
rust but I've replaced rear brakes twice and front brakes one time. I am now trying coated
discs,". Had to replace the back rotor and pads. VW did charge parts, but not labor. Or the other
way around? Solved problem by having linings replaced. Was easily repaired". Bluetooth , voice
control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Shows error
internal error. This seemed to be when one of my spouses had malware on their phone and their
phone was also paired with the car". This process repeats over and over". We have had it back
at the dealer at least 3 times They cant fix it". Will often say they cannot find the contact I am
looking for when I know they're in". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. This problem exacerbated after safety recall that
replace fuel filler pipe. Some gas stations worse than others since pump velocity is too high".
Now it seems to be running on 3 cylinders. New gaskets, seals, and water pump. Water pump is
not accessible without taking off plastic intake manifold. Bad design. Waiting a bit longer before
this is done". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Rest of replacement was normal wear and
tear". Car performs well, but the noise is annoying. Tech's swear everything is as designed
when they put it on a lift". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I have always used high octane gas. VW said it must
not have been from a reputable supplier". Last fall, the engine light came on for a problem with
emission. My mechanic sent me to the Volkswagen dealership which fixed the problem with no
charge. Mechanics told us this was typical for this year range". First the passat had a problem
and rendered the car inoperable. So I purchased the Jetta now there is a problem with head

gasket; but thank God the car is paid off. I will not purchase another VW vehicle again. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Took car immediately to dealer Lindsay VW in Sterling, VA and found
out the engine cowling was not replaced correctly affecting wire harness causing engin". Even
with a second warranty I still have sticking and may have to buy another car now that the car is
finally paid off. It will not be a VW! Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
The issue started as an intermittent reluctance of the ignition key removal, and got
progressively worse, and finally permanently stuck and not able to be removed. This seems to
be a common problem with this model year. My VW dealer would not absorb the cost of ignition
lock replacement, even though this is a common VW issue with this model. But to my surprise,
about 2 weeks ago, I received a recall notice from VW, for repairs to be made at no charge. Also,
if this repair has already been done, VW will reimburse some of the expense I had previously
paid for the repair. I was pleased that VW finally took action on this issue, but it should have
been done much sooner. I have already submitted the paperwork for reimbursement, but have
not yet received a reply. Dealer replaced it at part cost only, free labour. Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. When replacing turbo dealer failed to secure electrical
harness and allowed radiator fan to cut about 6 wires. Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. VW used to build bombproof clutches. Not anymore,
apparently. Repair shops tell us that this is the norm for replacing VW clutches. Dealer
recommended replacement. This seems to be excessive wear. Other vehicles have gone miles
without excessive clutch wear". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Accelerating from a stop light or turning a corner it will hesitate sufficiently to cause a stop in
traffic. This is inconsistent but happens frequently. I would like to talk to you". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. They are easy
to put back in place, but annoying". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Made of plastic. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Volkswagen Jetta Change Vehicle. The Jetta sedan emerged from its redesign as something
altogether more humdrum than the compact, agile and tautly-sprung European car it had been.
The cabin is roomier and the trunk is huge, but handling fell short on agility and cornering grip.
Interior quality, formerly impeccable, was subpar. The hoary hp, 2. There are 8 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Emission control devices includes EGR "Check engine light came on at
about 40k miles. Under warranty" Ray F. Our family was quite pleased by VW response as the
mileage placed the car out" Michael M. Despite clearing the codes twice, the check engine light
continued to come on" James V. Eventually I had the mechanic check deeper into it and
replacing 4 lights did the trick" Julie B. Very satisfied with the repairs" Frank B. AC compressor
was replaced under warranty on the first visit for this problem" Joel T. Doesn't work very well at
all, but is apparently working correctly per the dealership" Dennis W. Calipers "Calipers rusted I
think and handbrake even pulled to the maximum wouldn't operate them. I am now trying
coated discs," George H. Air or water leaks "Drain tubing for sunroof became detacted and
water leeked into cabin. This seemed to be when one of my spouses had malware on their
phone and their phone was also paired with the car" James T. This process repeats over and
over" Chris M. We have had it back at the dealer at least 3 times They cant fix it" David B. Will
often say they cannot find the contact I am looking for when I know they're in" Karen R. Difficult
to fill up gas tank "Diesel fuel foams easily and I must fill slowly or the pump will shut down
before tank is filled. Some gas stations worse than others since pump velocity is too high"
Michael H. Waiting a bit longer before this is done" James T. Cylinder head "The problem was

related to the injectors. Mechanics told us this was typical for this year range" Don G. Electronic
ignition "Not sure if this is what you want Took car immediately to dealer Lindsay VW in
Sterling, VA and found out the engine cowling was not replaced correctly affecting wire harness
causing engin" Michael H. Locks and latches "Ignition key got stuck in the ignition and was not
able to be removed. Clutch replacement "Replacing a clutch at 50, is ridiculous. Rough shifting
"There are times when the car lurches repeatedly in slower speeds. I would like to talk to you"
Twila F. Loose exterior trim or moldings "door seals on car seem to easily detach from vehicle.
They are easy to put back in place, but annoying" James T. Water pump "Failed. See All Trouble
Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. If there is a brake fluid leak, it can reduce braking
ability, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. The fluid seal crimp on the master
cylinder may be insufficient, causing brake fluid to leak or the cylinder to come apart. What
should you do:. Affected master cylinders will be exchanged for a new master cylinder part
number , free of charge. The recall began October 30, Owners may contact Tenneco customer
service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the vehicles do not meet all
regulatory requirements, there could be an increased risk of a crash, fire, or injury. Volkswagen
Group of America, Inc. Modifications made while the vehicles were in an internal evaluation
period may cause the affected vehicles to not comply with all of the applicable regulatory
requirements. Volkswagen will notify owners and repurchase the affected vehicles. The recall
began November 6, Owners may contact Volkswagen customer service at Volkswagen's
number for this recall is 01D7. Removing the key while the shift lever is in a position other than
"Park" increases the risk of an unintended vehicle rollaway that may result in personal injury or
a crash. Volkswagen is recalling certain GTI, and Golf, Beetle and Beetle Convertible, Golf
SportWagen and Jetta vehicles equipped with an automatic transmission, manual handbrake
and keyless entry. A build-up of silicate on the shift lever micro switch contacts may enable the
key to be removed from the ignition when the transmission shift lever is not in "Park.
Volkswagen will notify owners, and dealers will install an additional switch and circuit board,
free of charge. The recall began November 19, Volkswagen's number for this recall is 37M2. A
loss of electrical connection to the driver's frontal air bag will prevent the air bag from
deploying in the event of a vehicle crash, increasing the risk of injury. In the affected vehicles,
debris may contaminate the air bag clock spring, a spiral wound, flat cable that keeps the air
bag powered while the steering wheel is being turned. This contamination may tear the cable
and result in a loss of electrical connection to the driver's frontal air bag. Volkswagen will notify
owners, and dealers will install a protective cover over the steering wheel clock spring if the air
bag light is off. If the airbag light is on and the steering wheel clock spring requires
replacement, dealers will install a new steering wheel clock spring. These repairs will be
performed free of charge. The recall began on January 15, The reduced durability of the trailing
arm may result in its sudden fracture, possibly causing loss of vehicle control and increasing
the risk of a crash. Volkswagen is recalling certain model year Jetta vehicles manufactured
March 1, , to November 30, , and Beetle vehicles manufactured March 1, , to July 31, The
durability of the rear trailing arms may be reduced in vehicles whose rear trailing arms have
been previously deformed, such as a result of a rear or side-rear impact crash. Volkswagen will
notify owners, and dealers will install a sheet metal inlay on the rear axle trailing arms designed
to prevent a sudden loss of control in the event of trailing arm sudden fracture, free of charge.
The recall began April 7, A failure of the timing belt may cause the engine to shut down,
potentially increasing the risk of a vehicle crash. These service replacement parts were sold for
use in model year Audi A4, Audi TT, Volkswagen Beetle, Golf, and Volkswagen Jetta, and
Volkswagen Passat. In the affected water pumps, the pulley or sprocket that turns the timing
belt may develop microfractures causing the timing belt to fail. Gates will notify owners, and
dealers will replace the water pump, free of charge. The recall began during May Owners may
contact The Gates Corporation at Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall
Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox.
Car-On has Ottawa's best selection of pre-owned Volkswagens and we will w Features on the 2.
In the event of a difference between listing and ve Please text me if interested. Financement et
garantie disponible sur place!! Nous reprenons tous Have receipts for all. Harbourview
Autohaus is Vancouver Islands 1 Volkswagen dealership and Vancouver Islands greenest
dealership with solar panels to help power us up. A locally-owned family business, the Wynia
family have strived to make customer service their top priority, wh Power Moonroof, 2. Update:
Had an oil change and check over at Volkswagen dealership yesterday Photos to come. Dark
grey. Excellent condition. Leather interior. Needs absolutely nothing. Retired owner. Everyone
thinks I'm crazy selling it because it is so No AccidentsThis Jetta traditionally represents a

comfortable roomy compact sedan fitting somewhere in between Japanease compact sedans
and entry level German luxury. For safety it comes with standard traction and stability control,
front side airbags, side curtain airbags and Well equipped, beautiful white VW Jetta Comfortline
for sale. No longer needed due to Work From Home arrangements. Oil changes completed on
time, and dealer maintenance receipts available. Car interior and exterior will be detailed and
clean Automatic with tiptronic. Extra set of tires on rims. Reach millions of car shoppers locally
and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle
is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced
slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include
additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter
Results Volkswagen Jetta for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat Virtual Appraisal 9.
Home Test Drive 8. Online Reservation 2. Buy Online 3. Delivery 8. Comfortline Highline
Sportline 4. Trendline Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price.
Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be
greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Sedan
Beige 2. Black Blue 4. Brown 5. Charcoal 1. Dark Grey 4. Gold 2. Grey Red 3. Silver Unspecified
7. White Must be greater than Min Kilometres. Front Wheel Drive Diesel 2. Gasoline Unknown 6.
Automatic Manual Unknown 3. Unknown 1. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get
price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email
Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation.
You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try
again. Priority Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Mileage 78, km. Contactless
Services New. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. All Listings. Mileage 95, km. Mileage
99, km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive
new and pre-owned Volkswagen Jetta inventory from local Volkswagen dealerships and private
sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall
history of Volkswagen Jetta with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by
city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see
Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle
dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please
confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and
license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products
and more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I
also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Hard sale pressure. Then stopped following up.
Horrible way to sale a car. We were very interested, but after a few texts with the clowns on this
sales staff forget it! Nice selection of used vehicles. Nice sales staff very friendly not pushy.
Good experience would recommend them to anyone who is tired of the big dealer hassle.
Prompt friendly reply to my email. Can not commit on any other aspect. The vehicle was ready
and clean for my test drive when I arrived. Everything went without a hitch. I came back the next
day to buy the vehicle and all the paper work was ready and waiting. I'm pleased with this
vehicle and have had no problems at all. The dealer contacted me early the next business day.
Although the car sold that day I was contacted and updated. Great correspondence. Zena
response was helpful,quick and very professional but lost out on the deal by appointment 1st
come 1st serve. They had the van ready for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden
did an awesome job! So, drove to the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. They
sent an auto reply telling me to call for more info. Dealer was helpful showed me few cars that I
may me interested in since the car I was I nterested in looking was not ready not dealers fault.
Condition of the car was not worth price advertised but it was close. Walked out without buying
a car. Good to have no pressure to buy a car the day you visit for a change. Dealer understand
that I am looking for something specific. I'm still looking around and want to check more cars
out before making a purchase. The manager was informative and straight forward and thought I
asked too many questions about the history of the car. I was promptly contacted via email after
my initial but had already decided on another vehicle so I had no further contact with the
dealership. Very nice and helpful on phone. Made appointment to view trucks at location, due to
bad weather had to cancel and they were very understanding. Will definately be going as soon
as weather allows. They have no communication and when i ask for info i talked to 3 different
sales people and none of them knew why i was calling i inquire about a vehicle i tell the guy so
how can we move on i told him i want the car he said fill out an app and we will get back to you
today or tomorrow well they run my credit through Experian and then they sell the car i will

never try to get a car from this dealer nor recommend it. I didn't follow through with checking
the car out in person, however I was quickly contacted about the listing. The dealer even offered
to move the car to their second location if it was beneficial to me. Quick to reply, very
responsive, fair selling price and low but reasonable trade in but not negotiable. Promptly
responded and provided all relevant information requested. Polite and pleasant salesperson. I
actually went and test drove it very friendly and nice people. I bought the traverse!!! Quick to
respond with all necessary information for me to make a decision on my purchase. Clean
friendly dealership. Convenient location. A roomier cabin, available turbodiesel power and
economy, feature-rich higher trims and the return of the turbocharged GLI spell passable value
as well as a bit of excitement in the Volkswagen Jetta. Notwithstanding the above-average GLI,
a serious depletion of Euro-flash across the rest of the lineup combines with less agility, a
stiffer ride and a pokey base engine to drag the next-gen Jetta sedan from its once-lofty niche.
Cheaper and sporting less posh, this is a sedan aimed at the masses here in the States, a fact
for which VW makes no apologies. The German automaker is counting on attracting a whole
new marketing segment with its roomier, value-conscious sedan, but if there has to be a true
European-style 4-door in the driveway, a serious look at the resurgent Jetta GLI is in order. The
Volkswagen Jetta begs the question: Is the U. After a hefty redesign in , this next-gen 4-door is
leaner, longer and, above all, less expensive than before. An available turbodiesel powerplant,
expansive cubic-foot trunk, spacious cabin with added standard comfort and convenience
goodies and decent, if not heart-pounding handling and ride characteristics are no doubt
appealing, as is the traditional VW build quality. Cabin materials are cheaper, design remains
tepid, to say the least, and the base 2. After a two-year sleep, this sporty uber-sedan keeps all
the good stuff that distinguished this midsize sedan in its formative years and may help dispel
the growing dismay at the perceived diminution of a once proud name. Alas, the bland styling
endemic to the rest of the current-generation Jetta lineup does splatter its nondescript self
across the GLI as well, leading some to question just how effective this flagship trim will be in
getting consumers in the U. All trims are, as is traditional, front-wheel drive FWD , with no
all-wheel or four-wheel drivetrains available. Dollar for dollar, the Jetta will stand up to at least a
few of its adversaries, but many former owners and a host of reviewers still lament what
amounts to the demise of a legend. A choice of four engines and transmissions is available for
the Jetta sedan lineup. Standard in the entry-level S trim is a 2. A Tiptronic 6-speed shiftable
automatic transmission with driver-selectable sport mode is additionally available for the base
trim. Next in line is a snappy 2. This lively five-banger delivers hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft at 4, rpm
with the standard 5-speed manual transmission. A torque-heavy 2. If the available DSG
automated manual transmission, also with the selectable sport mode, is chosen, its nifty
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters allow drivers to climb through the gears or simply let
the shifter do the shifting. Finally, in keeping with its juiced-up nature, the Jetta GLI gets a
turbocharged 2. While it keeps the entry-level cost low, the 2. Volkswagen testing claims a time
of In any case, expect an easier time of it merging and passing on the highway with the
five-banger. The 2. The turbocharged I4 found in the heady GLI is more than competent on the
highway, according to reviewers, with plenty of pop off the line. At least one review claims a
time of just over 7 seconds. The 6-speed stick shift common to the TDI and GLI is also lauded in
most reviews as easy on the clutch foot, with a smooth, short throw, while the available DSG
shiftable auto-manual, also available in both trims, is lauded by many reviewers as a joy to toy.
A number of reviews claim that this small but telling cost-saving measure will sit uncomfortably
with those familiar with the previous-generation Jetta. In any case, the new rear suspension is
complemented by a front independent suspension bolstered by MacPherson front struts, as
well as a front and rear stabilizer bar. A number of reviews claim that cornering is still relatively
stable, if not dead level, and steering is noted as effortless, yet convincingly true. Finally,
brakes are described by most reviewers as delivering straight, powerful stops, with no
noticeable pedal glitches. The Jetta GLI, on the other hand, garners its fair share of kudos from
reviewers, with most loving its sport-tuned suspension inherited from the legendary GTI.
Additionally this cool sedan hangs on to the multi-link rear suspension system, making it putty
in the hands of test-drivers. Of course, ride comfort is a tad compromised with the stiffer
suspension, however the majority of reviewers claim a stability and forgiveness not often found
with such heady agility. The low-budget Jetta S trim mounts standard inch steel wheels, while
the SE rolls on inch steel wheels or inch alloys in the case of the SE with Convenience. The GLI
Autobahn, meanwhile, boasts standard inch alloy wheels. Most reviewers laud the SEL and
base GLI for the way their inch wheels handle bumps and dips, though the and inch tires are
described as providing a competent if not plush ride. Though perhaps not as posh as its
forebears, the Jetta lineup, at least in the higher trims, still manages to remain admirably well
endowed with comfort and convenience features. Cabins are roomier now, especially in its

class-leading rear-seat legroom, gauges are easy to read, and controls are well-marked and
conveniently placed. One thing that does, however, dismay most reviewers is the noticeable
cheapening of what was once a well-wrought, indeed a decidedly upscale cabin. Additionally,
some reviewers take issue with the fact that Volkswagen likes to group options into those pesky
sub-trims, leaving consumers little opportunity to pick and choose. Low-budget materials and
rigid options notwithstanding, the base S trim features such standard amenities as cloth
upholstery and height-adjustable front seats, as well as remote power door locks,
power-adjustable heated outside mirrors and air conditioning. These goodies go hand in hand
with four one-touch power windows, telescoping tilt-wheel steering, front and overhead storage
consoles and an MP3-capable single CD-player with 4 speakers. Optional in the S trim is a
power glass sunroof, resulting in the S-with-Sunroof sub-trim. Further options include carpeted
floor mats, Bluetooth hands-free phone service and an auxiliary iPod adaptor. Moving up a
notch, the Jetta SE adds to the list of standard amenities with leatherette upholstery, a rear-seat
center pass-through armrest, cruise control and front and overhead storage consoles. Throw in
the optional Convenience package with Bluetooth, inch alloy wheels and a 6-speaker stereo to
get the SE with Convenience, and then choose the available sunroof to behold the SE with
Convenience and Sunroof variation. Additionally, the SE trim is eligible for upgraded inch alloy
wheels. The turbocharged TDI piles on some posh with a standard leather steering wheel
mounting cruise and audio controls as well as a leatherette-trimmed shift knob. Heated front
seats and a trip computer are also standard, as are 6 speakers, Sirius satellite radio, a USB
connection, memory card slot, phone pre-wiring and Bluetooth technology. The upper-echelon
Jetta SEL is delivered with all the bells and whistles that are optional for the TDI except the
sunroof, which is a standalone option for this flagship trim. Additionally, the SEL gets standard
inch alloy wheels, the Fender premium 9-speaker audio system and keyless entry and ignition.
An optional Sport package with sport-tuned suspension, sport pedals and sport front seats can
also be delivered with this top-shelf trim, as can a Ground Effects package with front and rear
valences and side sill extensions. Traditionally a leader in safety technology, VW has endowed
its Jetta lineup with standard 4-wheel antilock brakes with emergency braking assist and
electronic brakeforce distribution. Additionally, daytime running lights and a post-collision
safety system each come standard across the lineup. This includes 4 stars in front impact tests,
a top-rated 5 stars in side impact protection and 4 stars in rollover testing. Some visibility
issues toward the passenger side plague a few owners, as does the potential for the lowered
front chin to nail a curb or two. The GLI trim, meantime, despite its inherited tepid appearance,
garners nothing but praise from owners for its agility, turbocharged performance and overall
class. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volkswagen Jetta listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Request Information. The Good. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?

Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Never choose between affordability and quality
when you can have both: that is the philosophy behind your Volkswagen Jetta and the selection
of value-added Volkswagen Jetta accessories available in the VW Parts and Accessories Online
Stores official dealer network. Volkswagen engineers built and approved these Volkswagen
Jetta accessories to integrate seamlessly with your VW and to provide legendary performance
at a sensible price. Keep your Volkswagen in the same pristine shape as it was the day you
drove it off the lot with Genuine Volkswagen Car Care Products. Shop Car Care. Make yourself
comfortable and keep your Volkswagen protected from the rigors of daily use with Genuine
Volkswagen Comfort and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection. Never drive
unplugged unless you choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Communication Accessories
are designed to work perfectly in your Volkswagen. Shop Communication. Add your own
personal touches or achieve a sportier stance with Genuine Volkswagen Sport and Design
Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. Leave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind
with Genuine Volkswagen Transport Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic
enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. Search
Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something
went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select
your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen Accessories Jetta Shop now. Comfort and Protection
Make yourself comfortable and keep your Volkswagen protected from the rigors of daily use
with Genuine Volkswagen Comfort and Protection Products. Communication Never drive
unplugged unless you choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Com
lionel fastrack wiring diagram
1986 ford f 250 power window wiring diagram
46 ford engine identification
munication Accessories are designed to work perfectly in your Volkswagen. Transport Leave
nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine Volkswagen Transport
Accessories. Wheels Make a dramatic enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen with a
change of wheels. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

